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EEECE202                  NETWORK ANALYSIS I   Dr. Charles J. Kim 
 
Class Note 07: ∆∆∆∆↔↔↔↔ΥΥΥΥ Transformation Example  
 
Problem Setting: 
Find currents i0, i1, and i2 of the circuit below. 

  
SOLUTION 
1. Let's observe the circuit before we make any move.  Do you see Y and ∆ resistors? 
    Yes, we see them as shown below.  But remember, in most of circuit problems, it’s an one 
way traffic as far as the transformation direction concerns:  ∆ →  Y. 

 
 

2. If you convert the ∆ resistors (right side) to Y then it looks like this:  Why not the top ∆? 

 

Here we have to remember that:  
402

bdVi =  and 
2100

cdVi = ; i1 is the current through 56Ω resistor 

 
3. Now we have the following simplified circuit: 
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4.  It further simplifies to: 

 
 
4. Finally, the circuit is reduced to a single loop one: 

 
 

5. Then the current flowing through the resistors is:  044.0
)314.3844(

5 =
++

=i [A] (Fig.6) 

 
6.  Now let's find currents by the following steps: (it looks like a wave propagation, or, stating 
from an open cell, marking mines or opening neighboring cells, in your famous minesweeper 
game.  Or do you feel it?) 
 
 (1) The voltage 69.14.38044.0 =×=aeV [V] (Fig.6) 

 (2) Therefore the current 0236.0
6.711 == aeVi [A]   (Fig.5) 

 (3) The current through the 80 resistor is:  02036.0
8380 == aeVi [A] (Fig. 4) 

(4) Therefore, voltage 63.18080 =×= iVab [V] (Fig.4 and Fig.3) 
(5) Also, voltage 0536.3)4.69)(044.0()314.38( ==+×= iVad [V] (Fig. 6) 
(6) Then, from above two voltages, we have voltage:  

4236.163.10536.3 =−=−= abadbd VVV [V] (Fig. 3) 

(7) Then, current 0356.0
40
4236.1

402 === bdVi [A] (Fig. 3) 

(8) By KCL at node b, we get the current through 20 resistor (toward right):    
  01524.028020 −=−= iii [A]  (Fig. 2) 
(9) Therefore, 00836.0)01524.0(0236.02010 =−+=+= iii [A]  (Fig. 2) 
 

 




